National Co. with headquarters in KC
gets Enterprise level access in 5 states
P
 ROBLEM:
Nation’s 3rd largest chocolate manufacturer needs
to expedite access for employees during shift changes
at various manufacturing facilities while maintaining
administrative control from the main headquarters in
Kansas City.

K
 ENTON SOLUTION:
With 11 manufacturing and distribution centers
located throughout the country, an enterprise level,
expandable S2 access control system capable of global
system administration controlled from the headquarters
in Kansas City was prescribed; additionally, the newest
technology from Alvarado in turnstile’s allows for speedy
ingress and egress at each facility during shift changes,
and new electronic hardware will
ensure proper functionality.

RUSSELL STOVER
CANDIES:
“My mama always said, life is like
a box of chocolates, you never know
what you’re gonna get.” When Tom
Hanks uttered this famous line from
the park bench in Forest Gump, he
was holding a box of Russell Stover
chocolates.
Founded in 1923, by Clara
and Russell Stover in Denver,
Co, Russell Stover’s candies has grown to be the 3rd
largest manufacturer of chocolate in the United States.
Headquartered in Kansas City, the company has 11
manufacturing and distribution facilities in 8 different states
across the US.
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Wanting to better serve it’s employees by providing
rapid access to each of the companies nationwide facilities,
Russell Stover’s came to Kenton Brothers for a solution. KB
proposed installing Alvarado optical turnstiles integrated
with S2 access control and global site management

Russell Stover’s got access control in 5
states with expansion capabilities for
all 8.....each one controlled from KC!
administered from Russell
Stover’s headquarters in
Kansas City.
The Alvarado SU5000
optical turnstiles have a
compact footprint; 1/1000
second response time on
opening; and allow for
stacking of credentials, meaning the panels remain open for
the next users’ passage. Barriers open away from the user
in the same direction of travel, and illuminated status icons
prompt users or alert security to various alarm conditions.
S2 Security’s Enterprise solution provides for integration
with the Alvarado turnstiles, HID readers, and cameras
installed by Kenton Brothers in the Texas, Missouri,
Colorado, and Florida locations. Built on S2 NetBox IPbased security management technology, Enterprise can be
operated entirely from a Web browser bringing enterprisegrade capabilities to larger, multisite organizations and
allowing for expansion to the facilities in Tennessee,
Nevada, and Virginia.
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